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I really enjoyed this small volume, and would be content to have it sitting among other books on architecture on my shelves, but almost more for crisp but creamy black and white photography (nut chairs, cups, bricks), for the silky sheen of paper they were printed on, and for a lovely library smell book than for the text
itself, which in a number of ways could not stand the test of time as well as one might wish for. There are many contrasting civilized people I really enjoyed this small volume, and would be content to have it sitting among other books on architecture on my shelves, but almost more for the crisp yet creamy black and white
photographs (nut chairs, cups, bricks), for the silky sheen of the paper they were printed on, and for the wonderful library smell of the book, than for the text itself, which in a number of ways failed the test of time and could also be wished for. There are many contrasts of civilized people of Europe with primitive peoples
and cultures elsewhere, a lot of exclusive use it not only for architects (architecture is undoubtedly being an evenly male arena in the late 1950s), but also for people of any description, and much exposing to what one naturally or automatically thinks or likes or feels. That being said, this classic is obviously far from without
value even as a text. The central principle, which is that architecture is primarily something to be experienced, and with the body and its senses, not something to be cold and officially analyzed and criticized, is one I heartily agree with. She can also be paired with juhani Pallasmaa's equally concise and beautiful volume
Of Eyes Skin and Peter Sumtor's wonderful atmosphere, both of which are bound to recognize the duty of Rasmussen's book. ... more new empiricism examines simple observations and issues of everyday life. A good starting point is the Introduction to new empiricism and Time and conscious experience relates to this
issue more deeply. If you find yourself bridling at the novelty of this approach and believe that you should be fired try Perception Perception and Materialists should read this first, which provide arguments about why you might believe your own experience. Our conscious experience is the design geometric space, and the
design geometry was designed to describe it so that artists can produce a convincing appearance for their paintings. Physics in three dimensions will not be adequate to describe the design space, such as our experience. Many people have noticed that there is a difference between physical theory and reality experience,
but it would be nice to see more people adapting physical theory to Difference. How Short Expressions Experience Experiencing chapter Basic Observations can be a good example and a summary of an entire book with its good examples. The first point while you are reading, you can easily feel that everyone can
understand the topic whether he/she is an architect or not. The book was written for all without exception, because even a child can understand. There is no doubt that the text is very clear to all in terms of context and struggle. Rasmussen says; Architecture is made by ordinary people, for ordinary people; so it should be
easy for everyone to understand. The second point is that the New Empiric movement contains all the books. As mentioned earlier, Rasmussen believes in general, art and arts fields should not explain, they must be experienced. The goal is very clear throughout the book. According to Rasmussen, architecture is a kind
of fine art and with the comparison of architecture with other forms of art like painting and sculpture, the difference between them is very clear, he says. They all play with shapes and masses, but painting and sculpture appeal to the eyes, but architecture is the only functional art among them. Architecture solves practical
problems, and it's useful. Thus, Rasmussen gives architecture an important role. In short, Steen Euler Rasmussen says in his book that you should experience architecture, it's not enough to see architecture. He argues that it is important to understand that the building was designed for special purposes and how it was
adapted to the entire concept and rhythm of a particular era. He argues that the architect should be aware of the textural effects, find out exactly why these colors were used, as the choice depends on the orientation of the rooms in relation to the windows and the sun. He then talks about children's play as an example.
Rasmussen says that most children have a desire to build a shelter, and he talks about his steps and children's experiments. Children create enclosed spaces, surrounding space according to a certain epoch, and they live in it. When my previous book, Cities and Buildings, appeared learned by an English architectural
historian, John Summerson, wrote that the foreword was to contain some of the references for which the book was written. The reader had to be warned not to be disappointed and annoyed when he discovered how elementary the book really is. So now I hasten to state that I tried to write the real volume so that even the
interested teenager could understand it. Not because I expect to find many readers belonging to this age group. But if this can be understood by fourteen-year-olds, then of course it will be understood by those who are older. Besides, there is also some hope that the author himself understood what he had written -- that
in any case not always convinced when reading books on art. When writing this volume, I naturally hope that my fellow architects will read it and find something interesting in the thoughts and ideas that I have collected over the years. But the book has a further purpose. I think it's important to tell people outside of our
profession what it is, what we're doing. In the old days, the whole community took part in the formation of the dwellings and tools they used. The individual was in prolific contact with these things; Anonymous houses were built with a natural sense of place, materials and use, and the result was a remarkably appropriate
comeliness. Today, in our highly civilized society, homes in which ordinary people are doomed to live and look at them, in general have no quality. We cannot, however, go back to the old method of personally controlled crafts. We must strive to move forward with interest and understanding of the architect's work. The
basis of competent professionalism is sympathy... SIGN UP TODAY! Full access to this book and over 83,000 over 14 million magazines, magazines and newspaper articles Access to powerful writing and research tools Steen Euler Rasmussen was a Danish architect, planner and professor at the School of Architecture
in Copenhagen who traveled extensively including to China. Om on oplev arkitektur was published in 1957 and the English edition, Experiencing Architecture, came out in 1959.Humane and gentle, in the scientific sense, his book on how much it is possible to get away from the linear history of architecture: it includes
discussions on topics from a basket of Cherokee Indian reservations to not being able to sing in the bathroom of the faculty at the Mites Institute of Technology when he was teaching there because the acoustics were muted. It analyzes how we have collected our impression of the building, using our experience of other
buildings or our appreciation materials or what we understand about certain forms of construction. Along the way, there is a sharp and insightful analysis - for example, on the differences between the buildings of Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe ... Rasmussen believes that it is because of the very different ways they
have evaluated how planes define space. And there are some pithy observations, such as his opinion that ... Architecture is not done simply by adding plans and sections at altitudes. It's something else and something more. It is impossible to explain exactly what it is - its limits are by no means clearly defined. In general,
art should not be explained; it has to be experienced. More Close Drawer Book great charm and broad understanding. The Architectural Forum Mouseover for online attention data Classic exam is a superb design for centuries. Widely regarded as a classic in this field, Experiencing Architecture explores the history and
promise of good design. Generously With historical examples of design excellence ranging from cups, riding boots, and golf balls to the Palladio villas and the fish-feeding pavilion of the Winter Palace in Beijing-Rasmussen the accessible guide invites us to appreciate architecture not only as a profession, but as an art
that shapes the everyday experience. In the past, Rasmussen argues, architecture was not just an individual occupation, but a social enterprise. The apartments were built with a natural sense of space, materials and use, resulting in a wonderfully suited comeliness. While we cannot go back to the old era, Rasmussen
notes, we can still design spaces that are beautiful and useful, seeking to understand architecture as a form of art that needs to be tested. Understanding good design comes not only from his professional experience of architecture as an abstract, individual occupation, but also from the general, everyday experience of
architecture in real time - its special use of light, color, shape, scale, texture, rhythm and sound. Experiencing Architecture reminds us of what good architectural design has achieved over time, what it can achieve so far, and why it is worth pursuing. Wide and affordable, it's for anyone who's ever wondered what
instrument an architect is playing for. From isBN: 9780262180030 256 pages 5.25 in x 8 in April 1962 $29.00 X ISBN: 9780262680028 256 p. 5.25 in x 8 in March 1964 Steen Euler Rasmussen was Professor of Architecture at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen and a visiting professor at M.I.T., Yale,
Pennsylvania, and the University of California, Berkeley, and lectured extensively at universities in Europe and the United States. He was the author of London: A Unique City, called the best book about London as a city, and other books. The book is of great charm and broad understanding. Architectural forum ... so
clear and clear that every non-specialist and beginner will be able to understand and enjoy it. Criticism of aesthetics and art
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